In the asynchronous PRAM model, processes communicate by atomically reading and writing shared memory locations.
Proof:
We show that the protocol in Figure 3 is correct.
There are three points to check: (1) that every output value lies within the original input range, (2) that the diameter of the output set is less than~, and (3) that the algorithm is wait-free. Consider the following scenario. Run P until it is about to change Q's preference, then do the same for Q. Alternate P and Q in this way as long as neither process changes preference.
Eventually,~iince the operations cannot run forever, the object reaches a state where each process is about to change the other's preference. The adversary now has a choice of running P, Q, or both.
Let p. be P's current preference, pl its preference if Q takes the next step, and let go and ql be defined similarly.
Depending on whom the adversary schedules next, the new preferences will differ by either IPo-~11, IPI -qol, or Ipl -qll. The sum of these quantities is at least Ipo -q. 1, thus the adversary can always choose one that is greater than or equal to Ipo -q. 1/3, preventing the gap between the preferences from shrinking by more than one third. Repeating this strategy for k rounds, an adversary scheduler can ensure that the range of the preferences is at least A/(3h ), yielding the desired lower bound. I In this section, we construct an object having consensus number 1, a non-blocking implemental ion, but no waitfree implementation. This section illustrates an important difference between long-lived objects and shortlived decision problems: a decision problem, but definition, is executed once, and hence cannot distinguish between the non-blocking and wait-free properties.
We consider a system of two processes, P and Q. An iie?'aied approzimat e agTeement object has two operations:
process, x: real) output(P: process) returns (real).
Each process P has a starting estimate XP, and a current estimate yP. As shown in Figure 4 , P's starting estimate is initialized by input. Its current estimate is updated by output so that following P's ith output, the range of the two processes' current estimates is less than e/2i for some fixed c > 0, and lies within the range of their original estimates.
(The sequence of current estimates forms a Cauchy sequence that converges on a point in the range of the original estimates. ) For simplicity, our specifications focus on executions in which any process that executes any operations executes an input followed by a sequence of outputs.
A non-blocking implementation of the iterated approximate agreement object is shown in Figure 5 . 
Proof:
The distances from T(p') to the endpoints of B(p) are always integral multiples of u(p').
I
Theorem 13 The algorithm in Figure  5 is a nonblocking imp~ementation of an iterated approxmiate agreement object.
Proof: Lemma 9 states that all estimates lie within the range of the current estimates, and Lemma 10 states that one operation will always complete in a finite number of steps. It remains to check that each process's Zth estimate lies within~/(2*) of the other's current estimate.
Suppose pi is linearized between qj and qj +1, and that pi is the first to violate correctness.
Suppose pi returns after observing that Q's preference lies outside P's prevously committed range. That preference must have been written by qj, and qi must still be active, thus pi cannot be the first to violate correct ness. Suppose pi returns after observing that T(pi ) lies within~/(2W(PJ) of m(qk).
Since w(qk) Proof: Assume without loss of generality that P has input O, Q input 1, and~< 1. P is bivialent in this initial state: if P is run to completion before Q starts, its output returns O, and if Q is run to completion before P starts, then P returns a value in (1 -c, 1].
Consider the following execution, which leaves P bivalent. In the first stage, run P until it reaches a state where it cannot continue without becoming univalent.
P must eventually reach such a state, since it cannot run forever. In the second stage, run Q until it cannot continue without making P univalent, and in successive stages, alternate running P and Q until each is about to make P univalent.
Because the processes cannot run forever leaving P bivalent, it must eventually reach a state s in which any subsequent step of either process forces P to be univalent. Since P is still bivalent, however, some enabled step of P carries P to an x-valent state, and some enabled step of Q carries P to a y-valent state, where z and y are distinct.
We now do a case analysis of the operations executed by P and Q. In each case, we show that certain combinations are impossible by constructing two executions starting in s, one in which P returns x, and one in which P returns y, but where the protocol states appear identical to .P.
o Suppose Q is about to read a shared register. Proof: Consider an execution in which P and Q respectively input O and 1 and execute a single output.
By Lemma 14, it is possible to reach a state where P's output has returned, Q's has not, and Q is ambivalent.
Let y and z be two possible values Q could return in this state. Pick a k such that e/(2k) < Iy -zI. If P executes k more outputs in isolation, then it will be unable to return a value consistent with both y and z. 1 5 Final Impossibility Results
In this section, we construct an object having consensus number 1 but no non-blocking implementation. To prove this result, we exhibit an object with the curious property that although it itself is too weak to solve two-process consensus, it can only be implemented by 
